
Please complete the booking form & email with payment 
to: info@workingvisions.com.au

P: 0419 688 372
PO Box 714 Trinity Beach Q 4879
Cairns | Sunshine Coast | Melbourne

Working Visions Invites You!

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS©

Workshops 1 - 4 are run over 5 hours 
and include morning  tea. 
Workshop 5 is a full day and  includes 
morning tea, and lunch.
ENQUIRE NOW ON IN-HOUSE 
DELIVERY PRICES!  0419 688 372

1. ETHICAL DISCOURSE
How do you approach ethical dilemmas as a leader?
What do you do when your ethics and values are 
challenged?
How do you apply ethics in your workplace?
Through supported and facilitated discussion we will 
explore these questions and much more in this highly 
challenging workshop.
2. RISK AND DISRUPTION
Contemporary risk identification methods are not keeping 
up with the actual climate that leaders are currently 
experiencing.  
Natural disasters, terrorism, cyber-crime, politics, the 
environment and more are explored in this workshop 
focusing on dealing with risk, disruption in your role as a 
leader.

An important discussion to have as we lead in an 
increasingly unpredicatable world.

3. TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
What’s your take on technology and its impact on how you 
do business?  Do you understand the impact it will have on 
your future workplace?
We’ll tackle technology and innovation and ascertain how it 
might impact on your workplace and how we can positively 
respond and incorporate innovative and creative thinking, 
linked to disruptive technologies, into your workplace.

4. CHANGE
Yawning already?  Attended too many “change training” 
workshops only to realise you’re still not equipped to cope 
with the dilemmas you’re faced with in your workplace or 
community?  

You’re in for a treat!  

We’ll explore communication trends, political will and 
influence, waves of change, strategy, dilemmas and do 
scenario testing.

This session is not for the faint-hearted leader.

5. CREATING OUR ECOLOGY
This one day session wraps up workshops 1- 4 and 
brings together what we’ve explored and learnt.  We focus 
on leadership and explore issues impacting workplace 
and community.  We explore how to create your own 
organisational ecology and will look at the role passion has 
in leadership.

We are in the wisdom age of work and life - 
how do we respond as leaders and what tools 

will we need going forward?

As a Leader are you feeling in over 
your head?
How can leaders guide their organisations 
and communities into future landscapes full of 
“disruptors” and rapid change?
How do organisations, individuals and community 
leaders need to change to compete, collaborate 
and thrive on an increasingly global scale? 
How can you lead with agility, unleash your 
group’s strengths and promote innovation whilst 
still managing risks? 
How is ethical discourse playing an increasingly 
important role as we face 21st century dilemmas 
in our professional roles? 

COURSE DETAILS - TARGET AUDIENCE
Leaders in NGO’s government agencies, local authorities, 
business owners who understand the need to think 
innovatively and plan for change in new ways.
Delivery method:  Specially facilitated discussions with 
scenario exploration, case studies.

COST:  $1400 pp ex GST for 5 workshops




